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Summary
The author explains how family
distress can be the cause of patients'
illnesses. The general practitioner
should recognize this, understand the
interdependence of indiuiduals in the
family and help a distressed family
not to become a chroni,callv distressed
one. The dffirence betuteen a family
therapist and a general practitioner rc
discussed
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A Il individuals whom the general practitioner has

I t" fueal are or once were, members of fami]ies.
.4. I This fact, though self-evidenl has important
implications. It underscores the reali$r of inter
d,ependenne of individuals on biologicai, psychological
and social levels, throughout the developmental cycle,
although the form that it takes and the degree of
dependence us independence which is healthy or
appropriate will necessarily vary from one develop
mental stage to another.

The earliest dyadic or 2-person relationship is that
between the mother and the new-born infant (Perhaps
one should qualify this by referring to the mother's
relationship with her unborn infant in utero, which is
earlier still). This mother-infant dyad could be regarded
as the most basic family unit, as it is essential for the
baby's survival and thus, more broadly for the entire
hurnan species. The new-born infant is of course totally
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TIrc rcality of interd.epend,enne
of ind,iuid,uals in a family
should nnt be und,etestimated

dependant on its mother or a mother-figure for the
fulfilment of all its needs. The famous analyst,
Winnicotl once said that there is no such thing as a
new-born infanf only a mother-child relationship. In the
first 3 months of its life. the babv is unaware of its

mother as a whole and separate person He relates only
to wrtst of the mother eg breastg arms, ski4 mouth
etc and ofben does not distinguish between mothels
body-parts and his own. When his needs for feeding
warrnth, closeness etc are being mef he feels himself to
be in possessron of mother s breast which is then
experienced as good, while at times when he is
experiencing hunger, cold, etc he may feel himself to
have mother's bad (ip un-nourishing un-gratifying
hurtful) breast within him. The infant's early
experiences (or interpretation of his experiences) of the
breast (or breast-substitute ie bottle) have been shown
to have a life-long effect on his psychological
development and inter-personal relationships. Thus, it is
not surprising that the birth of a baby arouses strong
feelings in other family members, as their own
experiences of early infancy are unconsciously activated
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by this evenL This explains the high incidence of "past-
partum depression" in mothers whose own experience
of being mothered as infants and small children was
very unsatisfactory. The bilth of their own babies
activates long-repressed longings for the love and
nurturance they felt they did not receive from their own
mothers, and they unconsciously wish that they were
once again babies who could be given everything they
need and want, without any'thing being demanded of
them in return The realiff of the situation is, however,
just the opposite ie they are now faced with the task of
meeting all the baby's needs. This creates feelings of
unconscious en!y, anger, and even hostility towards the
infant whom the mother at some level would really like
to mother ftzl These hostile feelings in tum produce
guilt which manifests as depression These are often
non-coping mothers, who typically present frequently to
the general practitioner in the neonatal period with
various minor complaints about the baby, eg feeding
difficulties, Ioose stools, blocked nose, restlessness,
sleeping dfficulties etc. By this time mother will often
have been given liberal doses of re-assurance, and a few
changes of milk brands recommended, with no effect
(During this time she may also have had a couple of
changes of contraceptive pill at the Family Planning
Clinic). There may also have been a few visits to a
paediatrician who failed to detect any organic disorder
and who may have told the mother to "stop worrying
about your child, there's nothing wrong with him" or
possibly diagnosed a mild milk allergy and recommen-
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ded a soya-preparation. It is essential that the general
practitioner recognize the mother's (and the family's)
distress on these occasions and not become irritated or
still worse, resort to simplistic advice and reassurance
at such times. Careful histories of marital and sexual
problems will often be shown to date from the birth of a
new baby, so that a general practitioner who fails to
recognize and treat problems in the neonatal period will
often be allowing an acutely distressed family to become
a chronically distressed one.

It will be noted that I have referred to a distressed
family in this situation and not merely a distressed
mother and infanl As mentioned earlier, other family
members may also regress and experience a sense of
frustration and resentrnent which had not previously
been apparenL The regressive behaviour of siblings
after the birth of a new baby, eg bedwetting nail biting
temper, tantrums, Iack of attention to school work etc is
well-known However, father too often experiences a
feeling of neglect and displacement at such times.
Perhaps it is a reminder of how he felt when his mother
gave birth to his baby brother or sister, or also of his
own infancy and childhood. Thus it is that fathers tend
to have a higher incidence of attendances at GPs for
illness and requests for sick certificates at the time of
their wives ha"ing new-bom babies

I have chosen to dwell on the neo-natal period for
several reasons: one of them is that as mentioned, I
consider it a critical time in the development of mal-
functioning in many families, which therefore presents a
special challenge to the general practitioner; another is
that it illushates the inter:relatedness of emotional
problems within a family; yet another is that it also

illustrates the crucial problem of fibs in the family.
With regard to the latter point the neonatal period is
the time when a woman has to adjust to the rdle of
mother as well as that of wife, a man to that of father as
well as husband, and a child to that of a sibling. Some
women may have functioned very well as wives and
sexual parbners but fare less well as mothers, while in
others the opposite is the case. Women who function
better as mothers than as wives may become distressed
when their childreri grow up and are ready to leave
home. This may manifest as depression or with psycho
somatic symptoms and may be dismissed as
"menopausal slnnptoms". At such times, women require
help in finding other outlets for their energies and
talents such as community worh etc. Men too, may
fr:nction betber in one r6le than another, although their
rdle as fathers is less crucial in the neonatal period In
modem society2, the expectations of spouses of each
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Thc neuruLtal perind is a
eri,tinal timc for the
d,euelapnwnt of malfunntinn in
family life

other have become exhemely complex This is perhaps
particularly true of women who are nowadays often
expected to be warm and loving but also coldly
efficient; assertive but also submissive ; intelligent
talented, artistic, and imaginative but also conservative
and conventional; sexy, but also motherly; wage
earners but also housewives. No wonder the incidence
of divorce is so high in modern times ! It must also be
remembered that in addition to societal pressures, each
spouse brings to a marriage hiVher own set of
expectations of how the other should behave based on
their own childhood experiences of their own parents

and siblings. A woman whose own mother was very
submissive and passive for example, may expect her
husband to be dominant and will resent the
responsibilities this places on her if he is noL A man
whose father was very authoritarian and strict may
adopt the same attitude to his own children, or else may
go to the opposite extreme as a reaction against iL
Unfortunately it is all too seldom that spouses realize
that their disappointment with and their anger towards
each other is often based on unfulfilled expectations
emanating from their very different homes of origin It
can sometimes be very helpfrrl if they are enabled to see
this and then be assisted towards developing more
realistic expectations of each other.
Having stressed the importance of the neonatal period
both to individual development in later life and to the
functioning of the family in the here-and-now situatiorl I
now wish to return to it At about the age of 3 months, the
baby becomes aware of his mother as a whole and separate
person and not merely as a collage of body parts. Initially,
this is a terrible shock for the infant He realises that he is
not the centre of the universe, and that there are rivals for
mother's attention, particularly father. When mother is not
present he fears that she is dead and that he has killed her
because of his attacks on her body which is how the infant
experiences breast-feeding etc. This heralds the first
experience of guilt feelings, but also the first experience of
genuine love and caring for the mother, and a desire to
repair the damage the infant imagines he has caused her. In
favourable cases, the infant learns to tolerate ambivalence
ie that he can experience both hate and love towards his
mother at different times or even at the same time, without

destroying her or himseH. He learns to tolerate fiustration
after discovering repeatedly that although mother is
sometimes absent or non-nurturanl this is always followed
by her returning and meeting his needs for food, warmth,
love etc. Here again, this phase of an infant's life is crucially

The Infant's early experi,errce
of his mothet's brcast hrls a
Ir,felnng effect on his
p s y c ho In gin aI de u e ln p rne nt
and interpersoruLl
rcIntinnships

E mntinrynl prcble ms within
th.e family arc interrclated
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important in influencing his later developmenl parbicularly
with regard to socialisation and the capacity to develop
close, loving, intimate relationships. A male infant who has
not developed caring loving feelings for his own mother
during this time may well turn out to be a cold, remote
husband and father as an adult He may marry a woman
who is warmer than his own mother was, but because of his
problem with basic trust, he will be too insecure and
threatened to form a really close bond with her. She in turn
may have had a father who was also cold and remote like
her husband, but married this man in the hope of changing
him, thereby fulfilling her long-cherished phantasised wish
to change her own father. In the circumstances both
parhners are doomed to disappointment as husband is
incapable of loving deeply and his wife has unrealistic
hopes of his doing so. Such relationships may either
rupture traumatically or else drag on in a mutually
unsatisfying way with both partners clinging to their
impossible demands of each other and not realising how
much of the problem lies within their own respective
individual psychopathologies.

In the normal course of developmenl the child gradually
begins to separate from his mother and become more
independanL He explores his environment acquires skill
and mastery in various areas, and gradually acquires
increasing confidence in coping with life without the
assistance of his parents, while still retaining the capacity
for closeness and affection This process then continues
through adolescence and reaches its pinnacle in adult life.
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Such a course of development requires an optimal state of
family functioning. It is most likely to occur in families
where there are close affectional bonds but where there is
also ainple scope for individual freedom and discovery. It is
also fayoured by families with clear, though not rigid,
rdledefinitions, (eg childrcn do not get drawn into marital
squabbleq, or be given responsibility for financial planning
or disciplining other children), and families whose response
to stress and conflicts is flexible and resourceful. However,
it must be borne in mind that even in such families, certain
events can disrupt the equilibrium which had existed, and
cause the family to become dysfunctional. One such event
is childbirttr, which has already been discussed. At the
other end of the lifespan is bereaaem.ent which is nearly
always a traumatic event for a family even when the
deceased is very old and the death was expected. The
general practitioner once again has an important rdle
here, not only to help the family to grieve their lost loved
one, but also prior to that in preparing them for their
impending loss This will be more effective if the general
practitioner has been able to observe the 6le the dying
patient has played in the family in the past, eg was
granny the peacemaker in her daughter and son-irlaly's
marital disputes? Was grandfather a special person to
the lO-year old grandson?

Another, even more major source of family disruption is
marital brcakd.own and d.itorce. Apart from being highly
stressful to the spouses, it is invariably a devastating
experience for the childreq who very frequently
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experience inter-alia strong feelings of guil! blaming
themselves for their parent's marital discord Irr cases
where divorce cannot be prevented, useful work can
sometimes be done by counselling the parents to avoid
using the children as a ping-pong ball in their disputes.

Other common causes of family dis-equilibrium are
breadwinnef s Inss of emplaymcnt ; finanrcial disc.lsters ; the
occurence of a serious ilhwss or handicap in a family
member; the emergence of a major problem such as
alnoholism or d,ehnquency in a family member; and
dislocation of a family from its environment by emigratinn
or even hansfer by employers.

The abovementioned situations all result in families in
dishess. How do such families present in general practice ?
Sometimes they present overtly with a precipitating evenl
such qs bereavemenL At other times the distress is less
obvious and the general practitioner has to be on the look-
out for it One sign of distress in a famrly is ahighfuquency
of cottsultationa either in absolute terms or relative to the
previous consultation rate. TVpically3, these may be
consultations in which the mother has bncught in one or
more of the children with minor physical complaints, such
as upper respiratory infections If the general practitioner
is listening carefully, tell-tale points will emerge in time eg
little Johnny has dropped 10% n his school exams this
berm or Mary has started biting her finger-nails again And
"by the way, doctor, these children are impossible
nowadays, I simply carlt conhol them". The general
practitioner must ask himself whether these children are
reacting to some family dishess, eg marital problems
between their parents. In such cases the mother usually
Iater starts complaining of physical symptoms such as
tension headache, abdominal pain etc. If the general
practitioner is on the alert, he may be able to recognise and
deal with the underlying problems at an earlier and
therefore more treatable, stage.

Another major manifestation of a dishessed family is the
d.eaelnpment of illness, mental and/or physicaL Earlier, I
referred to major illness as a ca.uae of dishess in a family,
but it is important to bear in mind that illness may also be
the rcsult of distress in a family. The increased incidencea
of illness, both physical and mental in bereaved family
members, especially spouses, as compared to a conhol
population gncup, has been well documented However, it
is not only bereaved people who are at increased risk of
becoming ill There is also an increased incidence of illness
at times of stress, eg the neonatal period, and in families
where there is a significant degree of marital discord In the
latter instance it is often one or more of the children who
become il| developing, eg severe chronic asthma or skin
conditions such as eczema. These illnesses are not merely
reactions to family stesses, they also serve the puTtows
of deflecting attention away from the more serious (fiom
the child s viewpoint) problems in the family, such as the
parents' marital discord In one family in my practice one of
the children seemed particularly accident-prone, having to
be sutured or treated for injuries repeatedly over a short
period of time. It later emerged that these "accidents"
nearly always occured when his parents were having a
heated argument The "accident'' put an immediate end to
the fight as all attention was now focussed on the child who
had to be rushed off to the doctor ! Similarlv. an adult man
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who does not wish to accept the responsibilities of being a
father and husband may develop an ulcer, or become
hypeftensive, or diabetic. He is now regarded as " sick" and
entitled to special dispensation with regard to family duties
and tasks. This phenomen has been described as the
"illness solutiod'.6 It is important for general practitioners
to be aware of this and not to adopt a namow, purely
organic view of diagnoses and fueatment This is also hue
of less major illness events - examples from my recent
experience include a child developing an ear infection a few
days after his father was called away for military service,
and a baby having recurrent episodes of infection soon
after mother started a new job and had to leave baby in the
care of his grandmother.

The question which now arises is "how should the general
practitioner manoge these situations ?" To begin wittr, it is
essential to recogrrise the distress signs, which, as
discussed can present in several different ways The value
of early recognition is that the problems can usually be
worked with more effectively then Crisis intervention7
therapists always try to see patients as early as possible
after help is requested, as they maintain that this is the
time when the patien(s) are most amenable to treatment,
and also when they are most likely to be able to utilize their
crisis to form new and more constructive ways of dealing
with their lives as a whole. If too much time is allowed to
elapse, the dysfunctional pattem of living which has arisen
is inclined to become enhenched; the patient becomes
increasingly resistant to change. This can result in much
physical and mental patholory becoming chronic, or as
Michael Balint3 put it the illness becoming "olganised'.

Having recognised the distress signals, what does the
general practitioner do next? It is of prime importance to
attempt to establish relatinnship with the patient in which
he/she feels free to express ony feelings without fear of the
doctofs disapproval or rejection MorBover, the general
practitioner needs to convey to the patient the value of
being able to speak openly and not bottle all his emotions
up. To return once again to the example of the neonatal
period, the general practitioner can point out that oll
mothers have diffrculty in caring for small babies, and that

it might be helpful for her to talk about her problems as
well It can be of considerable help to mothers of small
infants to be able to talk about negative feelings eg
hostilif, rejection towards their babies without feeling
that they are being condemned as monsters. This is also
an important time to see her husband as fathers are
inclined to be forgotten figures at such times. The father
can be helped to understand that his wife's initability,
short-tempeledness etc is not to be interpreted as a
personal rcjection of hirru even though he may be coming
in for a good deal of criticisrr! but shouid rather be seen
as reflecting her feelings of inadequacy as a mother etc. It
can be pointed out that he has a valuable supporbive r6le
to play towards her at this time. These interventions can
often serve to break the vicious cvcle of attack and

In mndern sociratlt spouses
haue exWmEIy complex
elcpect{Ltians of each ath.en
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Sponses shpuld, rcalize thet
their d,iffercnt iwrnes or origin
rruLy be the nerraon for feelhgs
of anger tnwqrta or wtfulfiIled,
expeetatbns of, eunh oth,en

counter-attiack which ofben arises between spouses after
the birth of a child As the baby gets older and sleeps for
longer periods etc and mother feels under less pressure
and morc confident things can retum to normal between
her and her husband However, in many cases, especially
where there has been no therapeutic interventio4 severe
or irreparable damage may have been done to the
relationship in the interirn With regard to the general
practitioner's counselling r6le in this and other situations
I would like to caution shongly aSai.nst the use of
excessive reassunance and the wholesale giving of advice.
These expedients are not only usually useless, but are
often harmfirl too. It is far more important for the general
practitioner ta lisun and obgerue as closely as he can,
and then ty to help the patient to find hVher own
solutions to their problems by helping them to
understand their dfficulties more clearlv.

When consulting with bercaued family members, the
general practitioner can play an important r6le by
permitting and even encouraging the patient to express
his/her feelings eg loss, anger, guilt etc verbally and non-
verbally re , by crying. I continue to be struck by the fact that
some bereaved spouses are still suffering from the effects
of prolonged, unresolved grief-reactions as long as 20 years
after the death occured ! I recently saw a lonely, depressed,
elderly womaru who at one stage during the consultation
began to cry and said " my husband will have been dead 1 2
yea.rs on the 10th of this month". It is therefore imporbant
to realize that grief-work may need to be done with spouses
or close relatives even when the bereavement is not a
recent one.

With regard to illness as a manifestation of distress in a
family, it is interesting to note that patients seem more able
than their doctors to realize that certain shessful events
may have "lowered their resistance" to certain illnesses, eg
infections, orpre disposed them to cerbain serious diseases

such as ischaemic heart disease. By dealing with these
stresses in the patiends family/work situation etc as part of
his overall managemenl the general practitioner can avail
himself of a valuable opportunity to improve his patient's
overall well-being. In this way patients can be helped to
gain a greater feeling of control over their own physical and
mental healttr"
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Illness rnoy be th,e ,esult of
drstrcss in a family.

This paper has been concered with distressed families, and
to some extent I have drawn from the work and writings of
family therapists in attempting to elucidate the ways in
which the personalities and problems of individual family
members affect and inter-act with atl other familv

members. Family therapists work on the assumption that
disturbance in one family member is virtually always an
indication of dishrrbance of the family as a whole and
they regard the entire family as the logical unit of
treatmenL Some family therapists refuse to treat patients
unless the entire family is present. This approach has
occasioned some of them to recommend to general
practitioners that they always attempt to arrange family
sessions whenever they are presented with disturbance in
an individual family member. While recognising the
applicability of several of the theoretical and therapeutic
principles of family therapy to general practice, I would like
to caution strongly against any attempt at a complete
transplantation of the practice of a specialist discipline,
such as family therapy, onto our discipline which is family
medicine. Our terms of reference, while having similar
aims, are in many ways different To begin with, while we
may regard ourselves as family doctors, we are committed
to treating h.ditidlutl patients and establishing one-toone
relationships with thern Furthermore, it should be
remembered that whi-le most patients are members of
families, each patient has hiVher own innerworld, which is
at least to some extent un-related to their current familv or

even their family of origin The patient's inner world
includes his fantasy Iife and hts inatinnal attitudes,
feelings, etc knowledge of which can be of considerable
value to the general practitioner, but is unlikely to emerge
in family- or even conjoint marital interviews. Besides
thig there are often issues eg homosexual arxieties which
a patient may be unwilling to discuss in the presence of
hiVher spouse.

In any case it is inadvisable for the general practitioner to
rush into a combined maritai or family interview until he
has made some effoft to discover what it is that is troublins
the presenting patient

This is not intented to discount the value of combined
marital or family interviews in appropriate instances. Apart
from being of definite therapeutic value in suitable cases,

The GP should, attempt a
relatinnship in whinh th.e
pati,ent feels fiee to express
any feelings witlwut fear of
th,e dnetof s disapproual or
rcjeetinn

TIw GP trrust often ash hi,mself
wh,ether ehildrcnl I eo'rrapldrints
ute due to som,e family-
dishess.
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Exeessipe nb essutu,nte or
whalesale SiniW of adaine ane
often useless and, euen
ilarrnf"t

they should also form a natural part of every general
practitionels daily work By this I mean that general
practitioners often have consultations where more than
one family member is present and on these occasions he
(the gp) should make use of the opportunity to observe the
interactions behveen family members, eg whether one
spouse shows contempt for the other, or whether a mother
answers questions which the general practitioner has
addressed to a child Also, when doing house-visits the
general practitioner has a unique opportunity to gain a
first-hand view of the familv in their home. Moreover. even

when seeing individual patients alone, the general
practitioner should be trying to build a mental picture of
this patient's position in his/her family and the extent to
which he (the gp) feels that the patiends view of his family
and his position in it is a realistic one, for we are as much
concerned with out patient's perceptiotts of reality as we
are with reality itself.

It will be seen that our position is in fact much more
complicated than that of the family therapisL While
utilizing some of the concepts and techniques of family
therapy, the general practitioner needs"to modify and
adapt them to his own situatioq and also to bring to bear
some of his own unique inputs to the problems which
confront him. And indeed it is true that the general
practitioner s contact wittr, and knowledge and experience
of families exceeds that of any other health professional
including the family therapisl For is it not the general
practitioner who is present at births and deaths, and deals
with patients at the time of their marriages and sometimes

their divorces ? Is it not the general practitioner who deals
with patients in times of sickness and lifethreatening
disease ? Is it not the general practitioner to whom patients
confide their most secret fears, hopes and beliefs ? Surely
then it should also be fnrm us that other disciplines should
be trying to leam more about the nature of the family and
its problems, rather than only us from thern Unfortunately
most of our colleagues in the specialist disciplines do not
see it that way and adopt a "teacher-pupil" attitude
towards us. Even more unfortunate is that many, if not
most general practitioners, indoctrinated by their rn-edical
school training seem to concur with this condescending or
even downright contemphrous attihrde towards our
discipline. It is up to us to uphold the uniqueness and
validiW of ourfield of work We have thousands of families
in our practices who we can observe closely in health and
illness as assiduously as any scientist working in a
Iaboratory. We see distressed individuals and families
presenting in numerous different ways, not least with
physical illness. Who then are better placed than we to try
to reach out to them in their suffering and to try to help
them find ways, other than illness, to cope with the
numerous problems which beset them?
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